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If you are following on my Insta-stories, you have seen that we have been knee deep in our powder room
remodel. It has taken a long time but we just finished a few hours ago. Woot.
Unfortunately this project also led to me not being able to push out all my Christmas crafts in time for,
well, Christmas. I still want to post them so here they are.
And since I didn't want to pummel you with 7 emails in a row, you are just getting this one email with links to
all of the projects.
Get to them all here:
Enjoy them now or come back in December 2019. Promise to act really surprised then, that I already have
posts up in the beginning of December.
Here are 7 projects. 5 have svg and pdf files for free download and 2 are file-less projects. I hope they will
entertain you.
And note to self: Next year.... I am doing Christmas starting November 1st.
Oh and if there are any issues with any of the files - here or ever, please put it in the comments of the post
in question instead of emailing me. I will update in the comments with an answer or solution as soon as
possible.
Each post also links to all the others at the bottom.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

White washed pine cones
Christmas drum ornament
Ribbon tassel gift topper
Scalloped Christmas ornament
Make a white mistletoe with friends
Santa Claus makeover - sewing him a new outfit
Christmas ornament cone - cones for candy

Merry Christmas!
Katja

Some blog posts contain affiliate links to products I use. More information
This article: Christmas projects 2018 with free cut files and pdfs. first appeared on http://ahomeforcrafts.com.
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About Katja Kromann
I am a Danish American decorating life in Seattle. I love all things design and I
am especially passionate about color, scale and texture.
I can’t think of anything more fun than coming up with a new project, making it,
photographing it and sharing it with you on my websites.
AHomeForDesign.com AHomeForFood.com AHomeForCrafts.com My Portfolio
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